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PRODUCT TREND REPORT

Outdoor
Style

Daltile’s outdoor products include
flooring tile, wall coverings, exterior
cladding surfaces and countertops.
Shown is the Emerson Wood Collection,
which features a cerused wood texture
and appearance. Floor tile in three plank
sizes and 3-D cube mosaic features the
company’s StepWise technology.
Circle No. 155 on Product Card

The Built-in Artisan Fire Pizza Oven
from Kalamazoo Outdoor Gourmet
uses propane or natural gas to cook and
heats up in approximately 20 minutes.
Stone lined, the oven reaches temperatures of 800° F via two independent
burners. The pizza oven can be installed
into a wall or masonry structure.
Circle No. 156 on Product Card

Best has expanded its line of Monarch
and Emperor series of outdoor range
hoods to include 42"-wide models. The
Emperor is 30" deep, while the Monarch reaches 27"; both have an optional
3" extender. The hoods are equipped
with Heat Sentry, which detects and
adjusts to excessive heat.
Circle No. 157 on Product Card

True Residential is adding its undercounter units to the Build Your True
program. Previously available for
full-size units only, the collection of
custom finishes and hardware will be
applicable to the brand’s assortment of
stainless steel indoor/outdoor undercounter units.
Circle No. 158 on Product Card

Outdoor kitchens mirror indoor spaces in style
and functionality as the trend toward guests
gathering in open air spaces continues to grow.
BY ELIZABETH RICHARDS

W

hen outdoor entertaining was in its infancy, a top-notch grill and
some great patio furniture may have done the job. Today’s outdoor
kitchen and entertaining areas are far more sophisticated, incorporating a full range of standard and specialty appliances. While designs are
often enhanced with natural elements, styles aren’t limited to a rustic feel.
“Designers are beginning to integrate easy-install outdoor kitchen sets
that blend outdoor textures with sleek appliances in a way that complements
the natural ambiance of any backyard or other outdoor space,” says Sarah
Lograsso, director of marketing at San Marcos, CA-based Eldorado Stone.
Cooking is just one aspect of entertaining outside. “We see homeowners creating outdoors spaces that expand habitable space by creating complete outdoor living areas, not just outdoor kitchens. Outdoor kitchens are
now lifestyle centered,” says Chelsea McClaran, brand manager at True
Residential in O’Fallon, MO.
Manufacturers recently surveyed by Kitchen & Bath Design News say that
other top trends in outdoor kitchens include a cohesive design style that
carries through from inside to out, customized entertaining areas, gathering spaces for a range of uses and durability in materials and finishes.

SMOOTH TRANSITION
Indoor kitchens are often referred to as the heart of the home; outdoor
entertaining spaces could well be considered the soul. The connection
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between the two should be apparent in designs that reflect the same overall style and personality, and practical elements that allow for the same
level of entertaining wherever guests are gathering.
“People want an outdoor living space that includes the same amenities
found inside the home, allowing them to cook, entertain and relax while
enjoying the calming effects of nature,” says Lograsso.
Bringing the same level of comfort that indoor entertainment areas
offer is important, according to manufacturers. “Creating an atmosphere
that is purposeful, yet inviting, remains a top priority amongst many
designers and homeowners,” states Shaun Lin, product development
manager for Thor Kitchen, based in Chino, CA.
“Extending indoor living outdoors also means outdoor kitchens are
more than just a functional space, they’re about creating an entertaining
area,” says Russ Faulk, chief designer and head of product for Kalamazoo
Outdoor Gourmet in Kalamazoo, MI. “When you’re hosting a party
outdoors, people gather in the outdoor kitchen just like they do indoors.
People like to ‘gather around the fire,’ and grilling a large cut of meat over
an open flame certainly has a ‘wow’ factor that gets people excited and
captures their attention,” he adds.
Stephanie Muraro Gust, product marketing manager at Perlick
Residential Products in Milwaukee, WI says that the planning of the
outdoor space is just as important as it is indoors. “The appliances chosen

Mirage’s Esprit 2.0 collection provides
the classic look of natural stone, offering
a matte finish and a neutral color theme.
The 20mm anti-slip durable porcelain
pavers are available in five iconic stone
styles – Crema Luna, Elba, Pietra Iulia,
Porfido and Vesper. Esprit 2.0 offers two
sizes: 24"x24" and 24"x48".
Circle No. 159 on Product Card

The 24" Signature Series Outdoor Refrigerator features Perlick’s RAPIDcool
forced-air refrigeration system. With all
stainless-steel interiors and full-extension pull-out drawers, this model
is available in solid, glass and drawer
options in stainless or customer-provided overlay finish.
Circle No. 160 on Product Card

A high-performance, briquette trayfree grill, the All Trident Grill from Lynx
Grills includes Trident infrared burners.
The newly integrated Flametrak system
uses a sensor to indicate if a flame’s
burner is out, attempts to relight it and
then automatically turns off the gas if it
is unable to relight after 13 seconds.
Circle No. 161 on Product Card

Vinotemp’s Designer Series Outdoor
Automatic Icemaker produces and
stores up to 25 lbs. of clear ice in three
different sizes. The stainless steel
icemaker features a reversible door and
auto-inlet water with a built-in pump
along with the option of a gravity drain
or drain pump.
Circle No. 162 on Product Card

Scotsman Ice Systems offers two
outdoor models. The Gourmet Cuber
produces clear, taste-free ice, while
the Nugget Ice Machine delivers soft,
chewable ice. Both machines are 15",
fit undercounter and come with an
unfinished front panel. Front panel kits
are available in three finishes.
Circle No. 163 on Product Card

A range of Rev-A-Shelf’s products –
including drawer inserts and cabinet
pullouts – are made of easy-to-clean,
weather-resistant polymer with
stainless steel slides. The Glideware by
Rev-A-Shelf outdoor organizer (shown)
is designed for 22"-deep cabinets, and
includes five adjustable hooks.
Circle No. 164 on Product Card

Liebherr’s 24" RO 510 outdoor beverage/wine cooler chills beer, wine and
soft drinks, keeps meats and veggies
to grill on hand and stocks all essential
condiments in the outdoor kitchen.
The RO 510 fits seamlessly under the
countertop, doubling as an outdoor
food prep station.
Circle No. 165 on Product Card

Zephyr Ventilation’s offerings include
the Willow outdoor pro-style hood
and Cypress outdoor hood. Combining
form and function, the Cypress outdoor
hood (shown) provides more capture
with its 32" depth, and its stainless
steel canopy houses stainless steel
baffle filters that enhance airflow.
Circle No. 166 on Product Card

for these outdoor kitchens must allow homeowners the flexibility to serve
the purpose of both day-to-day living and entertaining. For example, a
Perlick outdoor freezer can be stocked with popsicles for the kids to enjoy
poolside, and with the change of a shelf, can become a martini glass and
liquor chiller for evening entertaining. These appliances need to keep up
with the ever-changing food and beverage trends and continually perform
on the hottest of summer days,” she notes.
The look of the outdoor space should also create the same feel as the
rest of the home. Erika Egede-Nissen, director of marketing at Los Angeles,
CA-based Walker Zanger says, “Designers and homeowners are essentially
looking for an outdoor finish option with traction that they can apply to an
indoor product in order to maintain the overall design aesthetic.”

GATHERING PLACES
An outdoor kitchen space is just the beginning when it comes to entertaining outside. Interaction between host and guests is easier during food prep
outside, where space isn’t as confining. But once the meal is cooked, it’s time
to move to a more relaxing, comfortable area for socializing. These gathering
spots need to blend with the overall ambiance, have a clear flow and incorporate all the essentials of indoor entertaining into the outdoor space.
Lograsso remarks, “Outdoor spaces are a prime location for entertaining as well. This translates into a desire for creating a warm and inviting

atmosphere that’s multifunctional, elaborate and permanent.” These spaces often include entertainment options like large-format HD displays, surround sound systems and heating elements for comfort in cooler seasons,
she says, and fire bowls or other fire features can serve as a focal point or
calming centerpiece for any conversation.
“In terms of ambiance and flow, the focus is really on creating an
environment for bringing friends and family together without segmenting them to different rooms. Whether that’s accomplished in the kitchen
space itself or by cleverly structuring a series of open-air mingling zones,
the goal is to inspire conversation and connection,” she points out.
Faulk sees more outdoor spaces designed with distinct zones that
might include a prep area, cooking area and dining or grilling area, and
then a separate seating area with a built-in fireplace or fire pit. “Each of
these spaces allows people to gather and relax,” he says.
Mitch Slater, president of Danver Stainless Outdoor Kitchens, licensee
of Brown Jordan Outdoor Kitchens, notes that his firm’s focus is on the
entertaining space adjacent to the kitchen area, with requests from designers,
architects and homeowners looking to create more than just a functional
kitchen space. “That’s where the color and the style of the cabinetry become
important, because they’re trying to make the space more functional for entertaining, regardless of whether there’s actual cooking going on or not. They
want our cabinetry to add to the beauty of the space for entertaining,” he says.
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Wolf Home Products designs its
Wolf Endurance Cabinets specifically for outdoor environments,
with sealed storage and an all-aluminum assembly plus insulated
doors with stainless steel exterior
hardware. Made in the U.S., the
cabinets feature standard 24"-deep,
soft-close drawers and ¾" fulldepth aluminum shelving.
Circle No. 167 on Product Card

Ventana is a 15" concrete bar
and prep sink from Native Trails
fashioned by hand from NativeStone, a blend of cement and jute
fiber that is lightweight. This large,
single-bowl kitchen sink provides
two mounting options – installing
as an apron-front or undermount
sink. Finishes include Ash, Slate
and Pearl.
Circle No. 168 on Product Card

Florim Stone provides porcelain
stoneware slabs for countertops,
available in large sizes greater than
63"x126" and thicknesses of 6mm,
12mm and 20mm. The tiles are temperature- and scratch-resistant, waterproof, food-safe and weather-resistant, notes the company. Looks
include cement, color, marble,
metal, stone and wood.
Circle No. 169 on Product Card

WeatherStrong, a new line of outdoor cabinetry from Ideal Cabinetry,
provides custom designed exterior
kitchen cabinets. The cabinets are
made in the U.S. from a ¾"-thick
marine-grade waterproof polymer,
and are available in four styles:
Miami, Palm Beach, Naples and Key
West, in Radiant White, Rustic Gray
and River Sand.
Circle No. 170 on Product Card

Eldorado Outdoor’s Metropolitan
Signature Kitchen is a modern
outdoor cooking space. The 12'
linear design features clean lines
and provides ample counter space for
preparing meals. The kitchen includes
three cabinets, two cabinet end caps,
two fastener sets and two vents, as
well as facing stone that offers the
look and feel of stone masonry.
Circle No. 171 on Product Card

The Arterra Praia Porcelain
Pavers from M S International
are high-definition, glazed ink-jet
pavers that resemble natural stone
but with the added benefits and durability of porcelain, the firm notes.
With all the same characteristics
and installation techniques of natural stone, the pavers can withstand
freeze-thaw cycles for outdoor use.
Circle No. 172 on Product Card

The Pro Kamado Charcoal Grill and
Smoker from Caliber Appliances allows users to grill, smoke, bake and
rotisserie. The unit weighs less than
half of other kamado smokers, says
the firm, and features a heat-resistant outside shell and triple layer
insulation. The patent-pending
flue-way system ensures better
moisture retention, the firm adds.
Circle No. 173 on Product Card

This custom outdoor kitchen
island by The Outdoor GreatRoom
Company features a stainless steel
design, with durable Supercast
countertops adding a decorative
element. The Crystal Fire burner
adds warmth to any outdoor living
space, using liquid propane or
natural gas.
Circle No. 174 on Product Card

SPECIALTY APPLIANCES
The move to outdoor entertaining has created demand for a wide range of
appliances, including flexible refrigeration and multiple cooking options.
“More often than not, we’re now seeing homeowners wanting to create a
full outdoor kitchen that mimics the functionality of their indoor kitchen.
That means utilizing all types of appliances from clear ice machines, to
beverage centers, to dishwashers and full wet bars,” says McClaran.
“Food and beverage trends have made their way to the outdoor kitchen, and consumers want appliances that allow them to get creative when
serving friends and family,” concurs Muraro Gust. “Having craft beer on
tap, the perfect bottle of wine at the ready and fresh produce for summer
salads all complement outdoor specialty cooking appliances such as pizza
ovens, smokers and teppanyaki cooktops, creating memorable meals that
rival anything prepared in a standard kitchen.”
“Along with the typical barbecue grills that are commonly included in
many outdoor kitchen spaces, homeowners are also opting for specialty
appliances such as undercounter outdoor refrigerators and professional-grade pizza ovens – perfect for entertaining and making an impression,” says Lin. He adds that, although pro-style appliances have long
had a premium price tag that prevented many home chefs from having
their dream outdoor kitchen, the popularity of these appliances means
brands are offering the style at a fraction of the cost. “This allows for

homeowners and designers to invest and reallocate renovation budgets to
other areas of the outdoor kitchen remodel, without sacrificing the design
or functionality of the space,” he notes.
“When it comes to specialty cooking, one of the biggest trends is cooking on an open flame,” Faulk states. “Live-fire cooking isn’t new; in fact,
it’s the oldest form of cooking. But more recently, people are re-embracing wood-fired cooking and its primal nature.” This trend started with the
chef community, he says. “It was all about capturing the char, smoke and
unique flavor that comes when you grill using wood.”
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CUSTOM ARRANGEMENTS
Customization is as popular in outdoor areas as it is elsewhere in the
home, manufacturers agree. Customers are looking for options that reflect their personal style at a price point that allows them to choose exactly
what they want in the space.
“Homeowners are looking for flexibility and customization in their
outdoor kitchen, but also affordable appliances so they can build out an
entire suite without missing out on other outdoor features like a full bar
or beautiful patio with a fire bowl,” says Lin.
Massimo Ballucchi, executive director of marketing for Stafford, TXbased Cosentino North America says homeowners are looking for a lot
of flexibility in their outdoor set-ups. “They are looking for areas where

Brown Jordan Outdoor Kitchens
has debuted Tecno Kitchens,
an outdoor kitchen designed in
collaboration with Daniel Germani.
The kitchen is crafted using Dekton
by Cosentino countertops from the
Industrial Collection, with Brown
Jordan powder-coated frameless
stainless steel cabinetry to match.
Shown is Nilium.
Circle No. 175 on Product Card

Hestan Outdoor is a line of premium
residential grills offering professional-grade components and
features unique to the market, the
firm notes. Manufactured in the U.S.,
Hestan Outdoor gas grills deliver patent-pending features like 5⁄8" stainless
steel DiamondCut Grates, spring-assisted Horizon Hood and motion-activated under-hood Stadium Lights.
Circle No. 176 on Product Card

The Series 9 DCS Grill from DCS/
Fisher & Paykel sports a secondary
cooking surface with multi-level,
moveable shelves. Hood lighting
illuminates the cooking surface,
while lighted controls show which
burner is in use. The Charcoal/
Smoker insert allows for direct or
indirect smoking and cooking on
lump coal, briquettes or wood.
Circle No. 177 on Product Card

Durable, waterproof and immune
to sunlight discoloration, thermoformed glass gives outdoor kitchens
a distinctive, personalized look.
ThinkGlass provides unique glass
applications, such as the glass bar
top, shown, that offer a wide range
of exclusive design options, as well
as the ability to create unique and
custom effects.
Circle No. 178 on Product Card

Applicable to both Ego (shown) and
Atelier from Abimis, the company’s
new polished mirror finish gives
kitchen pieces a contemporary
look. Made using durable 304
stainless steel, it is crafted in several
phases to achieve the finish. The
central island features an orbitally
polished finish and brass handles
for contrast.
Circle No. 179 on Product Card

Ergon’s Woodtouch collection
showcases the natural and rich
characteristics of oak. Six different
color shades – Sbiancato, Paglia,
Miele, Corda, Fumo and Wengè –
are available in four size options.
Woodtouch’s rough, anti-slip finish
allows for effective use for outdoor
floor and wallcoverings.
Circle No. 180 on Product Card

The Galley Workstation and Tap is
a complete outdoor kitchen system,
handcrafted in the U.S. of marinegrade 316L stainless steel. The workstation features reversible sinks with
side drains, as well as a Culinary Kit
in a selection of materials, including
graphite wood composite or resin
that includes cutting boards, drying
racks, colanders and bowls.
Circle No. 181 on Product Card

Cotto d’Este’s Pietra d’Iseo collection is inspired by Ceppo di Grè, the
stone used to build the historical
palaces, villas and monuments
found in Milan. The tile surfaces feature Protect antibacterial technology, and are built to withstand heavy
foot traffic and outdoor conditions.
The tiles are available in five sizes
and two thicknesses.
Circle No. 182 on Product Card

they can cook, host and entertain [during] different seasons throughout
the year. As outdoor kitchens are a growing trend that homeowners are
adding instead of upgrading or renovation, customization and flexibility
are paramount,” he maintains.
McClaran adds, “More people desire the ability to customize all aspects of their outdoor kitchen, just like they can their indoor kitchen.”
“Outdoor kitchens house much more than a gas grill and a mini bar;
they can be customized to provide everything you want and need to cook
a full course meal outside, from prep work to plating,” says Lograsso.
“People love to customize their outdoor kitchens with a variety of specialty appliances such as pizza ovens, smokers and sleek, sophisticated
cooktops that incorporate seamlessly within a nature-inspired setup.”

ELEVATED STYLE
Outdoor entertaining creates plenty of room for creative style and use of
unique finishes, but designers need to ensure that the materials and finishes
selected will hold up well when exposed to the elements of nature. They’re
also charged with creating that cohesive feel between the indoors and out.
“People are looking to create a relaxing atmosphere outdoors with a
subtle, elevated style, yet also need finishes and materials that are low
maintenance while still complementing their design aesthetic,” says
Egede-Nissen. Porcelain is popular, she says, because anti-slip finish

options allow homeowners to use the same tile inside and out to maintain the overall look. Large-format tiles, like marble tiles measuring up to
36" across, are also trending, she notes. “These large-scale, natural stone
tiles are also in line with another hot trend, maximalism, where ‘more is
more.’ Larger scale makes a bigger impact, yet the potential overwhelming nature of maximalism can be executed with a more understated feel
when its dominant size is tempered with today’s trending cooler colors,”
she explains.
Transitional and modern styles that are popular indoors are also showing up outside. “Homeowners are looking beyond the traditional offerings
to bring luxury design to the outdoors,” says Ballucchi.
Faulk says indoor trends, such as transitional design, drawers in cabinetry rather than doors and color in the space are also moving outside.
“No longer are people limited to just stainless steel outdoor cabinets; now
they can choose from more than 200 colors or even a beautiful oiled ipe
wood to create a truly custom look,” he says.
That doesn’t mean that stainless isn’t still a frontrunner in finishes,
however. “Stainless steel is still king when it comes to appliance finishes,
both inside and outside of the home. It’s durable, clean, timeless and assists in elevating many different design styles and tastes. Stainless steel is
also weather-proof and can withstand the weather extremes brought about
by the different seasons,” adds Lin.
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Vintage Luxury Grills’ Sear Zone
Burner is a 100% ceramic combusting burner that reaches 1,500° F for
steakhouse cooking performance at
home. The burner is available on the
36", 42" and 48" grills, which are
available from Almo Corp. The grills
feature a U-shaped cooking grate
and push button RapidFire ignition.
Circle No. 183 on Product Card

Atlas Plan from Atlas Concorde is
available in 6mm, 12mm and 20mm
options. The 64"x128" porcelain
stoneware slabs are durable and
resistant to extreme temperatures
and wear, making them suited for
outdoor kitchen use, notes the
company. Six styles are available, as
well as three different finishes.
Circle No. 184 on Product Card

Neolith from TheSize has added
four new colors to its collection of
sintered stone slabs. Sofia Cuprum,
shown, is a dark surface that uses
a wide variety of diverse colors,
patterns and textures to create a
semi-polished finish that gives the
surface a worn-in feel.
Circle No. 185 on Product Card

The Marvel Outdoor Undercounter Freezer has Dynamic Cooling
Technology with rapid cool down,
frost-free operation and accurate
temperature stability, the company
says. The unit can store up to 200
lbs. of frozen goods, is CSA certified
for outdoor use and withstands rain,
humidity and temperatures as high
as 115° F, according to the company.
Circle No. 186 on Product Card

Thor Kitchen’s complete Seven-Piece Outdoor Kitchen Suite
sports stainless steel outdoor
appliances. Included in the suite are:
a Pizza Oven with Bottom Cabinet,
a Side Burner with Bottom Cabinet,
a BBQ with Bottom Cabinet, the
24" Indoor/Outdoor Refrigerator
Drawers, a Sink Cabinet, a Corner
Cabinet and the Appliance Cabinet.
Circle No. 187 on Product Card

The Bera & Beren collection from
Walker Zanger provides porcelain
flooring that pairs with its textured
ceramic Bera & Beren wall tiles.
Available in natural and structured
finishes in both standard and large
sizes across a range of neutral colors, the collection mimics fine-grain
Portuguese and Spanish limestone
and features subtle variation.
Circle No. 188 on Product Card

Delivering up to 90 lbs. of ice per
day and a storage capacity of 30
lbs. of ice, U-Line’s Outdoor Nugget
Ice Machines showcase a clean,
modern design fit for the outdoors.
The models can be built in or used
freestanding, and sport a stainless
steel finish.
Circle No. 189 on Product Card

Precision Gas Grills from Capital
Cooking include 25,000 BTU
U-shaped main burners made
of 14-gauge stainless steel that
provide coverage across the entire
grill surface. Each grill also includes
a ceramic infrared burner that produces 1,800° F of heat at the burner
surface, rotisserie system and the
Hybrid Radiant System.
Circle No. 190 on Product Card

Drawing from the natural world aids designers in creating the unified
feel between inside and out, manufacturers say. “Products that draw inspiration from natural materials are in demand for outdoor kitchens, as
they help make a seamless transition between the indoors and outdoors,”
says Ballucchi.
“Stone and brick veneer are customizable to any design aesthetic and
available in numerous configurations and colors that reflect the indigenous
elements and architecture of regions throughout the nation, creating a polished look that blends the home and natural landscape,” adds Lograsso.

a designer’s palette through multiple remodels. It’s also an exciting time
to use porcelain since it is now being manufactured for both indoor and
outdoor use with the look of other materials such as wood or marble, yet
the durability of porcelain.”
Because outdoor living spaces are popping up across the country,
durability is essential regardless of climate. “Traditionally, the assumption
has been that outdoor living spaces only make sense for luxury homes in
sunny states, but now we’re seeing interest and activity in numerous markets and across various demographics nationwide,” Lograsso maintains.
“Due to weathering saltwater and beach exposure in coastal locations, homeowners are looking for UL-rated outdoor refrigerators and
clear ice machines that can be integrated into an outdoor entertaining
space and hold up in any environment,” McClaran says. “Reliability and
performance are extremely important when considering appliances and
materials for an outdoor kitchen. Depending on climate and region of the
country, having an outdoor appliance that can withstand extreme temperatures and weather conditions is key.”
Because food and beverage trends are constantly evolving, future
flexibility of appliances is another consideration, according to Muraro
Gust. “Trends in finishes, hardware and overall aesthetics also change,
so choosing panel-ready models that allow you to change the look of the
appliances is also important.” ▪

TIMELESS DURABILITY
Setting up an outdoor kitchen and entertaining area is a sizeable investment, making durability and flexibility top priorities, manufacturers say.
“The outdoor elements, including wind, rain, extreme heat and frost, need
to be accounted for with materials that are built to last,” Ballucchi says.
Slater agrees: “If [designers] are trying to bring an indoor look to an
indoor/outdoor space, then they want not only the look of indoor materials, but the durability of the product so it will last in an area where it’s
exposed to an outdoor environment.”
Durability, freeze-thaw and timelessness are important aspects for
designers to consider, Egede-Nissen says. “Natural stone delivers rich
neutrals in white, brown, gray and black that act as neutral anchors for
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